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I .

INTRODUai'ION

Of all the objects considered t o be members of the broad
class of things called

11 stimuli, 11

subset for the understanding of

undoubtedly the most important

human

behavior is other humans.

The present research :inve stigates some aspects of the complex
stimulus provided by the app earance of another person and the
function of selected dimensions of variati on of such stimuli in
a learning situation.

It is an attempt t o produce information

regarding the relative effect iveness of certain kinds of cues
provided b,y a p erson ' s face , when one is required to learn to res
pond differentia� to fac es .

The importance of research in this

general area is attested to b,y the simple fact that the bulk of
mankind 1 s activity occurs in a social situation wherein the im
portant determinant s of his behavior are his fellow beings.

This

is of course the raison d 1 etre of social p sychology, in which the
fundamental unit of behavior has been described as one p erson in
teracting with another ( Kret ch & Crut chfield, 1948; Newcomb, 19.50).
Of course the social ps.ychologists can hardly 1� sole claim to the
phenomena of persons interacting as a proper subject matter .
clinical p syc hologists also have an interest in the topic:

The
The term

"interpersonal relations" has became quite commanp�ace in the liter
ature p ertaining to psychotheraw and personality theor.r .

It plays

an espe cially prominent role in the theoretical c ontributions of
Harry Stack Sullivan (1948).

Sull ivan contends, for exanple, that

2
neurotic anxiety is primarily social at its inception and this 11inter
pers onal induction

and t he exclu sive� interpersonal origin of every

instance of its manife stations is the unique characteristic
Sullivan is obviously stressing the social nature
and because he places so much importance

an

of

of

anxiety."

behavior problems

interpersonal relations,

Ruth Munroe calls it the key phrase in Sullivan's system

(1955,

p.

354) .

But Munroe further p oints out that all theorists of the p sychoanalytic
school have been concerned with our dealings with one another and con

of

sider them matters

great importance.

In addition to the social p sy

chologists 1 concern and t he clinicians 1 proper interest in such matters
once the

11 other person• is identified as a

11

stimulus11 the process

be come s a suitable problem for general-experimental psychology, since
stimuli

can

be quite readily a ssigned a place in the

S-R paradigm which

charact erizes this divis ion of p sychological activity.
It seems unlikely that any pres ent day p syc hologist would deny
the importance of

11

other persons" as determining factors in human

behavior, but neverthele ss it appears worth pointing out that even

Clark Hull whose primary interests are usually thought of as far
removed frail this particular . kind or problem expressed a similar
convicticn and c oncern.

Relat iv� early in his t he orizing Hull

recomm ended conceiving of' the external environment as composed of
two parts, the inanimate and animate.

The behavior

of

organisms

with respe ct to t he animate p ortions of the environment was declared
to

be the princ ipal subject matter of the social sciences, and Hull

3
describes his own goal as "the elaboratim of the basic molar behavioral
laws underlying the •social' sciences"

(Hull, 1943 ,

p. 16-17 ) .

Additional argument supporting the need for information concerning
the process whereby one person serves as the stimulus for the response
of' another seems almost gratuitous, since it is obviously a process in
which we are all involved everyday.

However the general process of

persons interacting is much too gross a topic to be subjected to direct
experimental investigation.

A more �ecitie formulation is needed.

To

achieve this it rray be noted that two so:metoJhat different proplems are
involved here:

One concerns the process wherein the action of another

person, espec� his verbal behavior, serves as a_ stimulus, the second
concerns the process wherein the appearance or another person serves as
a stimulus.

In

the forner case, certainly the 11actian11 cannot be con

sidered entire� apart from the person performing the act, to do so is
to commit what Osgood has called the "abstraction fallacy" (Osgood, 1953,
p. 268).

In

short, the stimulus provided b.r the action or another person

is more likely to depend upon who the other person is than upon the
action alone.

An especial� important example

or a situation in which

there is a tendency to overlook the possible significance of the person
and consider his action, alone, to be the stimulus occurs in the conduct
of certain psychological experiments.

It is often assumed that the acts

of the experimenter are altogether :iJnpersonal.

Wells (1956) has drawn

attention to the need to consider the experimenter as a variable in
certain experimental procedures and he has investigated one aspect or the
problem.

The results of Wells 1 research suggest that the experimenter-

4
variable may not be ignored without risking error; at least in experi
ments involving the galvanic skin response.
The foregoing is to same extent a digression from the central
thesis presented here, but it does serve to indicate the irrq:>ortance
the person as a part

of

of the stimulus c anplex and the desirability of

more inf ormation concerning how persons function as stimuli.

The fact

is that bo th social psychologists and clinical psychologists have

tended

to focus attention on actions of persons as stimuli, rather than on the
stimulus properties of the person as a relatively static stimulus object;.
This emphasis is most apparent in the social psy-chologists' definition

of the f'tmdamental unit of subject matter as persons interacting.
Turning to the relative� less complicated aspect of the social
stimulus which was designated the appearance of another person, by this
is meant the relative� permanent properties of a particular human being
as a stimulus Object, or to put it yet another �, those characteristics
which remain constant across a variety

of different actions, from this

po int of regard of the person as a stimulus there are maqy questions

worthy of

systematic investigation, and these lend themselves somewhat

zoore readily to experimentation.

Indeed there has been a large amount

or research in this area, however near� all of it has been devoted to
one particular kind of prOblem: the accuracy with which one person judges
another.

The method most frequently emplqyed involves obtaining impres

sions or judgments

of persons on the basis of their appearance, concen

trating usually on the faces, and testing the 11validity11 of these inpres
sions by comparing them with neasures obtained by a different operation.

Far example, a number of researchers have attempted to discover

if there

is a relationship between judges' impressions of another person's person
ality traits, and measures of the other person's personality traits made
b.r other methods, us� � standard personality tests or appraisal b,y
experts.

The evidence from investigations conducted according to this

general formulation is inconclusive and sanewhat contusing, as might be
expected in view of the obvious difficulty of selecting a wholly satis
A related problem that has been subjected to experi

factoxy criterion.

mental attack is the matter of judging emotions from facial expressions.
There is a special distinction between this arxl th e process of' judging
personalit y traits in that emotions are a more transitory phenaaena and
their expression is pr:iJDa.rily a matter of' temporary changes in the mobile
features or the face, whereas the personality traits are regarded as
more pe rmanent characteristics of the person and are judged large�
f'ran the structural features of the face.

The literature on neither

of' those topics w ill be revi ewed here since they are more or less
ancillary to the present research and the general f'orm of the experi
ments has been described onl.y for the purpose of placing the present
research in prope r perspective partly by contrasting it with these earlier
studies.
prior to

However

1954

an

excellent review and evaluation of the literature

is presented by Bruner and Tagiuri

(1954).

More recent research has tended to develop along a s omewhat differ
ent line; a more phenomenological approach has been adopted following a
suggestion that to have come from several sources almost simultaneous�.
Bruner and Taiguri accredit it to recommendations by Mac Leod

(1947),

Krech
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and Crutchfield ( 1948 ) , and Lewin ( 1947 ) , while Secord , Dukes and Bevan
attribute it to the two symposia edited by Blake and Ramsey (19.51) and
Bruner and Krech (1950) .

The outstanding example of this approach is to

be found in the initial study by Secord , Dukes, and Bevan (1954) .

And

the trend is continued in the succeeding research by Secord and Muthard

(1955) and Stritch and Secord (1956) .

The distinction between these

studies and the kind of research described in the preceding paragraph
is that the interest has shifted fran a concern over the accuracy of
judgments, as indicated by agreement with objective measurement, to an
interest in the amount of agreement found among different judges•
impressions of a given person.

The research reported by Secord , Dukes

and Bevan is especial]¥ significant in that it demonstrated there was
consensus among judges in the personality traits they attribute to the
persons viewed.

A less surprising but nevertheless important finding

in the same investigation was that judges agreed in their appraisal of
p�siognamic characteristics of persons viewed.
an

The authors devised

index analogous to a reliability coefficient to measure the amount

of agreement between judges on each trait.

According to the size of the

indices obtained, the extent of agreement was quite similar for phy
siognomic and persona.l.ity traits.

All of their findings were later

confirmed in the research by Stritch and Secord, and Secord and Muthard.
One feature that the more recent studies have in common with the
earlier studies is that in all of them the subjects, or judges, .had a
relatively' passive role.

The appraisals of the stimulus were made in a

high� structured situation; trait names were provided and the subject

7
was required merely t o indicate a rating on each trait by marking a scale.
This procedure serves well for the indentif'ication of the phenomenal di
mensions of the stimulus, and in the scaling of stimuli, but it does not
provide direct information regarding the function or these various dimen
sions in a different setting .

It does not indicate, for example, which

or two available stimulus dimensions will be most effective as a cue in

a learning situaticn .

This is a characteristic of

many

experiments of

the traditional perception variety: they discover what aspects of a
stimulus � be perceived, or responded to, but not necessar� what will
be responded to if a different procedure is employed.

Bruner and T·aiguri

have pointed to this gap in our lmowledge concerning the "perception of
people11•

They noted there are no systematic studies devoted to discov

ering what features of others are most likely t o be noticed by people in
various situations

( Bruner

& Taiguri,

1954, p . 648) .

The point here is

closely' akin to the distinct ion between "p otential similarity"
"psychological similarity• made by Wallach

(19 52 )

•

and

Wallach enplqyed the

terms to explain the fact that a series of object s may have certain
propertie s in ccmm on and yet not be responded t o similarly.

In which

case they would be potentially similar, but not psychologica.lly similar.
The present re search was designed to obtain information regarding
psychological similarity of faces as q>posed t o potential similarity.
It sought to disc over if selected attributes of persons ' faces function
effectively as cues in a learning situation and to ascertain the extent
of transfer of the learned response t o new faces, similar t o the first

with respect to the selected attribute .

8
Inf ormation pertaining to transfer of' training where the training involved is learning t o respond to p eople has particular rel evance
for the theory- and practice of psychotherapy, for as has be pointed ou t
by" a host of wr iters the process of psychotherapy can be con ceived of as
a learning procedure (Cameron, 1947; Dollard & Miller, 19.50; Margaret,

19.50; Shoben, 1949 ) .
and learning explicit .

Even Freud made the correspondence between therapy
In

the article he wr ote for the Ency clopedia

Britannica Freud describes psy choanalytic treatment as "a second education
of the adult, as a correction to his edu cation as a child" (Freud, 1954).
S ome writers have been even m ore specific, designating ps,y choth erapy as
primarily" a problem in social learning (Cameron, 1947 ; Rotter, 1954) .
To illustrate how the present research may be related to the c onvent ional
concepts of' cl inical psy chology con sider the phenanenon of transference
which as the word is used in clinical psy chol ogy refers to the patient
behaving toward the therapist in way s that the patient had behaved
toward other significant people in the past .

Translated into the comm on

termin ology of' l earning theory transferen ce becomes an ex.a.n.pl e of 11general
izati on11 (D ollard & Miller, 1950, p. 2&>), whi ch is a term re:fering to
the frequently observed fact that a resp on se which a subj ect has learned
to make in the presence of a specific stimulus,

can

then be evoked by a

variety of stimuli not id entical with the original, but similar to it in
some way (O sgood, 19.53, p. 350) .

In other words, the subject has learned

t o resp ond to a class of stimuli instead of a particular stimulus.
11Transference11, then, appear s to be a special case of generalization in
which the stimulus obj ects are other p ersons.

Thi s particular transla

tion of the concept of transf eren ce into the generalization con cept of

9
learning theory has been m ore carefully' explained by lheno

(1955).

Bueno invest igated the generalization at a c onditioned autonomic resp onse,
where the condit ioned stimulus was a picture of a pers on, and the "test11
stimuli were pictures of persons differing from the conditi oned stimulus
in

age or sex.

Unfortunate:cy- Bueno's research was plagued by technical

difficulties which prevented drawing unequivocal conclusions from the
result s.

But his study appears t o be the only att emPt made heretofore

to study the generalizati on of a learned response where the stimuli
were pictures of persons.

The pre sent research was aimed at gaining

information about how picture s of human faces function as cue s for a
learned, voluntar,y response , and whether or not selected attributes,
shared by faces, make them similar in the sense that a response learned
to one transfers to another which shares the attribute .
Also because there is some evidence ( Se cord & Muthard,

1955)

to

support the popular belief that the sexe s differ in their ability t o
discriminate among persons' faces, the research was de signed t o permit
investigating the performance or each sex separate�.
Statement of the Problem
Specifically the present research sought answers to the f allowing
questions :
1.

Can persons learn to respond to race s on the basis o£ physi

ognomic traits characterizing a group of face s?

2.

Can persons learn to respond to faces

an

the basis of p erson

ality trait s which judges agree characterizes a group of faces?
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3.

If' the answer to one and two is affirmative, i s learning to

respond to one kind of trait in faces more read� accomplished than
learning to respond to the other kind of trait?

4.

Can the subjects verbalize accurately concerning the particular

trait in the faces to which they learn to respond?

While not an essential

part of the study, the information is easily obtained and m� furnish
useful auxil.ia.ry data.

5.

Final4r, is there a difference between males and females in

the ability to do any or all of the things described in questions one
through four?
It sho uld be noted that the research on al l of these questions
was limited to college students as subjects and the use of black and
white photographs of faces as stimuli.

CHAPTER II

METHOO

Overall Plan
The general plan
to

learn to respond

the research is to study peoples• ability

to selected

chosen

ular kind of response

fication

of

for

this method as

one or

use in the study

The � s

or labeling response.

the stimulus objects to

attributes of a stimulus.

were

was a

The partic

simple indenti

required merely

two categories.

to

assign

Recommendation of

a particularly useful 11defining operation" for psycho

logical similarity

has

been made by" WalJa ch (19.52) .

Furthermo re Leeper

(19.51) has presented a convincing argument that discrimination learning,

conditioning and some inductive concept fonnation may be prcperl7,
grouped together as
that

examples of

a single process.

even in a very simple example of

classical oonditioning
simple.

The

learning

experiments, th e term

For example consider

such as is found in

"stimulus11 is mis lea.din&lT

total stimulus situation contains

the single stimulus.

Leeper's point is

the

a

great de a1

mo re

than

classical conditioning

procedure, in which a dog comes to salivate in response to a

signal

light (the so- called conditioned stimulus) after the signal light has
regularly preceded the presentation
the signal light is on ly a small
confronting the

animal.

of

meat powder (reinforcer).

part of the total

The gross situation has

Actually

laborator.r arrangement

�

features which

are camnon to both the conditioned stimulus and the neutral stimulus

12

( the

period between

trials) :

The s e are

such things as the walls of the

room, restraining straps, odors, noises, etc.
gross situation containing the conditioned

stimulus is never exactly

identical from one presentation to the next:
changed its posture,

so

that the

On the other hand the

The animal may have

light comes fran a slightly" different

angle; or scme of the background features may have been inadvertently
changed,

�·

an

extraneous noise may

have ceased since the previous trial,

Because of the true complexity of the situation Pavlovian condi

tioning is more proper� regarded as a process in which an organism
eventua.l:cy- comes to respond to a variety of situations which share a
particular canmon property.
feature of the

It also must learn not to respond to every

stimulus situation, since m any of these are common to

the "neutral" stimulus.

Thus it is very simular to the process in

which a hwnan learns to se para te
a property common to some ,

object s into classes on the basis of

but not present in others.

In view of the

essential similarity between the variou; kinds of Je arning the present
st� is not identified as an example of concept fonnation, as opposed
to discrimination

learning

identification as

an

and/ or

example of

transfer-of-training; nor will the

any of these be denied.

The same

experimental paradigm is often emp l qye d for investicating each of' these
processes,
and

( Osgood, 1953;

Vinacke,

1951;

Woodworth & Schlossberg,

1954),

in the present case wherever results of previous s tudies expressed

in the terminology of any one of these frames of reference were deemed
relevant

to the present research the,y were cited.

employed in these experiments requires

�

to

The general procedure

l earn to classify the stimulus

13
objects of a training set or series carrect� according to sane principle
decided by

!·

Usually it involves sinpl.7 a dichotomous classification.

After learning to classif.y the objects of the training set, �

is presented

with a second set of objects which can be dich otomized on the same basis
as the training set according to

,!,

and the degree to which

�

is able to

perform the second task at a level greater than that expected b,y chance,
or to achieve master.y of the second task more rapi� than he did the
first task, is t aken to be evidence of "concept formation,"

or

•transfer

of training," or "generalized responding,11 depending on the conceptual
framework preferred by

!·

The similarities among the various procedures ellJlloyed in in
vestigating learning are becoming increasingl1' evident.

For example, a

recent experiment reported by Green (1955) is titled Concept formation:
a

problem in human operant conditioning.

Green conducted his study

using an apparatus which can be accurately described as a Skinner box
for humans.

stimuli and

He presented cards bearing different patterns of dots as

§.

"classified" them by pressing a telegraph ley if the card

was a "correcttr card, and not pressing the key if the card
Correct responses were reinforced by awarding "points" to

was

"incorrect."

�' and �

could

earn more than one point by repeatedly pressing the key in the presence
of the 11correct" stimulus.

In Green 1 s experiment the co rrect cards had

a connnon pattern of dots which did not· appear on the incorrect cards.
The significance of Green's research for the present study is
that it illustrates the close correspondence between " learning" and the
process referred to as "concept formation."

The method and results of the research reported here will be
discussed primaril.y in the terminology canmon to most learning theory:
The terms transfer of training and generalization will be employed to
describe what others might call an instance of concept f ormation.
In

the present st�, the objects to be classified are pictures

of the faces of adult male h wna.ns, and the basis of classification in

one case will be marked presence or absence of a personality trait
which judges agree is expressed in the faces.

In

a second case, and

for a different group of �s, the basis of classification will be a
physiognomic trait that serves to distinguish the faces--this trait also
will be determined from judges 1 ratings.

Fi.na11y" a third group of §_s

will learn a s:imila.r classification of faces, but one where there is
no systematic distinction: that is, no particular trait by which S can
distinguish the members of one class from the other.

The group in the

last condition will serve as a control group.
The overall design of the experiment

can

be represented as a two

factorial design with one factor designated sex of subjects, and the
second factor the type of task, as described in t he preceding para graph.
The experiment •Y also be correct� described as a two by three factorial,
with independent �s in each cell.
this

The for m of the design described in

er is represented by the arrangement shown in Figure 1.

mann

At the

risk of overcanplicating the matter at this point it might be indicated
that the design can be most adequate� reapresented if the training series
and test series, (or first learning and second learning) are viewed as
constituting a third factor, and the experiment conceived of as a three

15

'l')"pe of Task

Male

Personality
Trait

Peysiognom.ic

10 Ss

10 Ss

Control

Trait

5 �s

Sex

2 Ss

Female

Figure 1 .

The

bas ic

design of the experiment.

16
factor design: two by three by' two.

Although strict:cy- speaking this

is not a true third factor, the distinction in this case is not thought
to be to imoortant.

The design corresponds to 'What Edwards

called "design involving repeated measurements.u

(1950)

has

The three factor

model best describes the shape of the design employed in obtaining data
in the final stages of the stuctr.
The overall program of research divides naturally into three
successive stages: 1. Selection and preparation of the stimulus materials;

2. Scaling the stimuli, selection of suitable trait dimensions to

be

used in the final phase of the experiment, and assembling the sets of
pictures to be employed in the final phase;

3. Conduct

of the learninc

and transfer experiments followed by" analysis and interpretation ot the
data.
Each of these steps requires description in same detail.

Selection and Pr�ration of Stimuli
The decision to use black and white photographs was based
primarily" on the line of reasoning presented by Secord, Dukes, and
Bevan

(1954 ) .

The essence ot the argument is that photographs are a

satisfactory compranise;

ThEf"permit better control ot the stimulus

than is the case when live humans are used, but, on the other hand,
they lose some of the abundance of cues provided by the latter.

The

use of photographs as stimuli places the experiment somewhere between
the artitioiality or the usual laboratory situation and the real-life
situation.
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It was further decided to utilize

only faces of adult males, in

order to minimize extraneous variables and permit exploring the inde
pendent effects of physiognanic traits and personality traits.

The

photographs were selected from random issues of � magazine published
within the period April
set of criteria:

1957

to April

1958,

according to the following

Full face or three-quarter profile photographs,

apprax:imate]3 two by three inches in size, head to shoulders, not
appearing to show a strong emotion (although son:te were allowed whose
expression might be described as bordering on anger),

o£ persons not

so well lmown that the average college student would be likely to
recognize them.

Every photograph that met these requirements was taken for in
clusion in the sample until a total of fifty photographs
It was recognized that the sample obtained

had been obtained.

by' this procedure would be

representative of only a selected part of the population, namel3' adult
males who, for whatever reascn, have their pictures appear in news
But within this limited group, it is believed the procedure

magazines.

proouced a £&1±]3 random sample.
The background of the photograph was cut away fran the figure, but
the portions of the photographs showing the clothing were lett in place.
This was a change from the practice of some or the previous experiments,
but in the present study it was not believed necessary to deprive the Ss
ot whatever cues are provided by a person' s dress.
conpleted

b;r

The preparation was

mounting each photograph on a plain, white, four

by

five

18
inch card.

Scaling the Stimuli and Preparing the Sets
This part of the research constitutes a sub-experiment.

The

operations .used in this stage of the research derive almost entirely
fran the method and results reported by Secord, Dukes, and Bevan .. ( 1954).
It was deemed advisable to make full use of the inf ormation already
available from the previous studies in order to accomplish the scaling
as directly and econanically as possible.

It will be recalled that

the rationale for the present research rests in a large part

an

the

results of the research reported by the forementioned authors.
A rating sheet was prepared for use by the judges.

The sheet

contained a list of twenty-two traits upon which each photograph was
to be rated.

The list included eighteen personality traits and four

pb7siognanic traits.

The list is reproduced in Table I and a sanple

copy of the rating sheet is provided in Appendix A.
The traits were selected in the following

mann

original list presented by Secord, .Dukes and Bevan.

er from the
Those authors

reported the results of a cluster analysis performed by' them which
revealed six groupings of personality traits; four of these groups
appeared to be relatively" independent.

The traits for use in the

present stu<\r were selected to represent each of the four clusters in
the belief that trait ratings within one cluster might well be considered
ratings of a single, more basic, trait.
traits were selected

on

From

within the trait clusters,

the criterion of high 11objectinty" indices

(analogous to high reliability), reported by Secord, Dukes, and Bevan.
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TABLE I
TRAITS UPON WHICH PHOTOGRAPHS WERE RATED. PERSONALITY TRAITS
GROUPED BY TRAIT-CLUSTERS. PHYSIOGNOMIC TRAITS SHOW
ANrnCR WCRDS. TRAITS SELECTED FROM LIST PRESENTED
BY SECORD, DUKES & BEVAN ( 1954)

Personality Traits
Warmth-Tolerance Cluster
Cheerful Appearance
Sense of Humor
Likeable
Honest Face
Kind Face
Wannhearted
Moral-Social
Responsibility Cluster
Intelligent Look
Conscientious
Air of Responsibility
Air at Refinement
Distinguished Look
Forcefulness Cluster
Self Confident
Alert Expression
Detennined Look
Energetic
Aggressive Look

Aloofness Cluster

Proud
Reserved

ARE

Pgysiognornic Traits
Age
( young face - old face)
Canplexion
( light - dark)
Fnllness of Lips
( naiTow, thin - thick, full)
Eyebrows
( light - heavy)
·
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In addition, it should be noted that two of the choices were made in
part on an intuitive basis; the traits so selected were Determined
Look and Aggressive

� and the inclusion of these two traits

in

the cluster labeled Forcefulness was not indicated b,y the previous
work.

Instead these 11traits-reflecteda appeared in a cluster labled

Meelmess.

Ultimately" neither of the two traits were used in the

final phase of the stuctr, so the liberty taken in this instance is
not really' due any consideration in evsluating the final results

of

the present study.
The selected traits, grouped according to clusters, and the
cluster names suggested by Secord, Dukes, and
Table I.

Bevan,

are presented in

Also the groupings are indicated on the Record Sheet for

Photographs which was prepared to facilitate recording the accumulated
data for each photograph; a sample copy of this record sheet is avail
able in Appendix B.
The four physiognomic traits were selected on the basis

Complexion was

objectivity indices, and one further consideration:
included

because it,

like

� is a characteristic

of high

or the whole face

rather than some relative� minute detail or single feature.
the personality traits appear to represent the whole

face

Since

it was

believed that overall physiognomic traits would be more suitable for
use in the final phase of the research.
selected for scaling were:
Heaviness of

The four p�siognomic traits

Age� Complexion, Fullness of Lips, and

�ebrows; these also appear in Table I.

The total of

twenty-two traits in the canpleted list was based upon previous
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experience with this type of instrument, which had shown that this
number of judgments constitutes a task of acceptable siae for the
average rater.

It was also expected that not all of the traits would

prove sufficiently reliable to permit scaling, and use of a large
number of traits at this stage appeared advisabl e so that there would
be same 11 spares."
The final form of the rating sheet consisted of the rater's
instructions at the top of the sheet beneath which appeared the list of
the trait names each followed by a seven point scale.
appears in Appendix A.

A sample copy

Raters were required to rate each photograph

they judged on every one of the traits;

Each rater worked on one

photograph at a time, independent� of the other raters and photographs.
As an additional check on the selection criteria of the photographs,
the raters were asked to indicate recognizing a face by noting that fact
on the rating sheet.

The use of th1s seven point scale and rating

technique was dictated b,y the use of this scale and technique in the
forementioned work of Secord, Dukes and Bevan, and the assumption that
the fewer the deviations from the demonstrated effective technique, the
better the chances of obtaining consistencies in judgments.

Unfortunately,

it is a technique that does not lend itself very well to constructing a
scale, which is a disadvantage in the present �tudy, as is indicated a
little later in the rep<?rt.

The rating procedure is fairl.Jr standard

and will nat be described in any detail.

It was, of course, necessary

to designate the polarity of the scales representing the ph\rsiognmic
traits.

This was done by appending an appropriate word to each end of
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the numerical seale

on

the rating sheet, !1• for Age the low end

o£

the

The

scale was designated "7oung" and the upper end designated "old".
anchor words for the other traits are shown in Table I.

Volunteer students recruited from the undergraduate psychology
courses at the University of Tennessee served as raters in rating the
photographs.

A total of sixty-two raters, forty-three females

and

nineteen males, participated, but it was not possible to have every
rater rate eve17 phot ograph.
imposition on the raters .

To do so would have been too much of an

It required approximate� forty- five minutes

for a rater to complete ratings
followed consisted

or

an

ten photographs.

obtaining judgments fran each

Therefore the plan
of

the first group

of nineteen �s ( who were fortunately' available for two one hour sessions)
Then the data obtained

on ever,y one of the first nineteen photographs.

from this trial group was assembled and inspected in order to ascertain
the degree of oonsistency obtained with the measuring device.
the ratings made by the trial group shoved

an

acceptable amount

agree

of

the available §_s by'

ment, it was decided to utilize the remainder

of

having each � rate ten photographs.

was

This plan

Since

carried out, but

un

fortunate� due to difficulties in scheduling the work the raters were
not distributed uniformly over the photographs .

As

a

result the number

of raters was not exactly' th e same for all photographs but there were no
fewer than ten raters for any photograph, and some photographs were rated
by as

many

as twenty-tour persons.

The ratings obtained were compiled on a separate record sheet
for each photograph.

The actual data were considered too bulky for
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inclusion in this report, but it is available.

!\D

inspection of the

frequency distribution or ratings on each trait

by

photographs showed

suffic ient agreement among the ratings on the personality traits within
the clusters labeled Warmth Tolerance, Moral-Social Respmsibility, and
Forcefulness, to warrant a further attempt to scale the photographs on
these factors.

The ratings in the cluster labeled Aloofness failed to

show much agreement;

The cluster was therefore drq>ped fran further

consideration in this study.

The ratings

an

the physiognomic traits

exhibited marked agreement.
There appears to be very little in the way of a standard pro
cedure for combining ratings to produce a single scale value for each
stimulus from the data obtained

(1954)

by

this simple rating method.

Guilford

has suggested an analysis of var iance technique, but the method

assumes ever,y rater rates ever.y item, and for even a small number of
raters, items, and traits the computational labo r required is enormous.
For the present problem it would have been prohibitive.
Since t he research as planned did not necessarily call for
stimuJ.us photographs scaled on an interval scale , but instead o�
required establishing sets of stimuJ.i which were clearly divergent on
the various bipolar traits, a method for accomplishing this was devised.
The median rating was decided upon as an estimate of the locus of a
photograph

on

the seven-point scale of each trait.

As it developed,

the personality traits and p hysiqgnamic traits posed different scaling
problems.
photograph.

The median rating on every trait was computed for every
Inspection of the medians revealed that within the persooali,ty
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trait c lusters there was a d ec ided tendene.y for a high ra ting an � o ne
trait

to be associat ed with a high rat ing on a ll of the other trait s and

c onversely.

A frequent

exception to this rule wa s the Hone st Face trait

in the Warmth-Tolerance Clust er.
expressed some

Since Sec ord, Dukes and Bevan also

surp rise over the placement of this trait in the cluster,

the deci sion to ignore it as a factor in the present st udy wa s made at
this po int.
pers ona lit y
necessary

In view

of the impressive evidence that th e remaining

subtraits within clusters were not ind ep endent , it became

to regard the aubtraits as different indice s of a sing le under

�g trait.

Consequently

a consiste ncy measure was chosen as the mo st

appr q> riate method of indentifying pho tographs that were high or low
these bipolar traits:
R e�o n sibil ity trait,

is quite simple:

The

Warmth-Tolerance trait the Moral-Social

and the Forc e fulness trait .

The

r ati onale involved

It the m edians of the subt ra it s are all est imates of a

single dimension, and if
graph

on

a ll five o f the five estimate s for a given photo

deviat e in the same direction fran. the overall median for all photo

gra phs , it can be stated with considerable confidence that the ph otograph
is distinct.l,y different on that dimension, since the p robability of such
c onsistency resulting by chanc e alone is

.

031.

If the same procedure is followed to detect photographs that are
ei ther

high or low

appropriat e,

on

the trait, the t wo-sided probability value is more

which means simply doub ling the previous value, .031, y.Leld

ing .o62.
The operation as de scribed wa s employed to identify the photographs
representing

the high and low

ca te gories

on each of the personality traits.
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The grand median for use in the operation w as estimated for each of the
traits from an overall frequency distribution of ratings taken over raters,
photographs, and subtraits.

The actual frequency distributions obtained

can be found in Appendix c.
The operation identified twenty-nine photographs which were dist
inguished on the Warmth-Tolerance trait: thirteen high, and sixteen low.
Twenty-five photographs were distinguished on the
bility trait,. thirteen high and twelve low.

�-Social

Responsi

But � fifteen photographs

were found to be distinguished on the Forcefulness trait .
trait was therefore dropped fran further c onsideration

The Forcefulness

in the experiment,

since it was desired to have at least twenty photographs from which to
form two sets of ten photographs each, capable of being sorted dichotek
mous:cy on a given bipolar trait, for use in the final stage of the study.
The operation for identifying photographs for the high and low
categroies on the p�siognamic traits was somewhat dif ferent, but it is
believed to be an approximate:cy equivalent operation.

The operation

was designed to establish classes of photographs as divergent on the
physiognanic dimensions as were those obtained on the personality
dimensions.

A technique equivalent to converting the medians to standard

scores was emplqyed.

The method consisted of constructing an overall

frequenc,y distribution of the ratings for all photographs on each trait,
calculating the 11grand median" and the variance for each of the overall
distributions,

and from these establishing

95

per cent confidence limits

for medians based on samples of sizes corresponding to the number of
judpents on the individual photographs.

These limits were computed
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according to the formula:
Grand Median

Because of the

varying

photographs it

was necessary

case,

! 1.96

1.253
Vn

cr

number of judgments made

on

the different

to compute a set of limits for each

but the general procedure was to assign a photograph to th e

high or low eategor,y on a p�siognamie trait if its median rating
an

the trait fell outside the

95

per eent

confidence

limits.

Since only two personality traits had been foWld suitable
for use in the final stage, only two physiognomic traits would be

needed; therefore photographs were tested � on the Age and
C9!Plexion traits.

The method described identified twent,y photo

graphs that were distinguished on the Ag e trait; but, unfortunately,
twelve were high (old) and only eight were low

(young).

The expla-

nation for this is quite apparent; persons whose .faces appear in
news magazines tend to be older persons.

Since

that there be at least ten photographs available
the records of the individual photographs

were

it was essential

in

each

category,

examined, and four

were selected for which median ratings on Age were extremely low
and upon which the raters had tended to agree.

Inclusion of the

two photographs 'Which were eventually selected from these four for
use in the final pha se, involving ten photographs, amounted, in
effect, to utilizing

93

limits as criteria.

This

used

per cent instead of

still canpared

f or the personality traits,

95

per cent confidence

favorably 'With the criteria

which it may be recalled amounted
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to

93. 8

per cent confidence limit s.
In the case of the Canplexion trait the result s were s omewhat

les s satisfact ory.

The first selection b ased up on

yielded � twelve phot ographs, six hi� (dark)

In

95

and

per cent limits
six low { light ) .

order t o obtain full set s of t en in each category it was nec essary

to reduce the criteria to appraximate:cy- the

70

per cent confidence

And in view of this, an additional procedure for e stablishing

limit s.

the stimulus set s appeared advisable .
cribed in the following paragraph.

The procedure enployed is de s

For this added pr ocedure it was

desirable that there be at least one 11 spare " photograph available in
each cat ego1'7.

For the C omplexion trait , in order t o include eleven

ph otographs in each category, it was neces sary t o reduce the criteria
t o the

6o

p er cent confidence limit s.

Because the procedure for selecting phot ographs t o c omprise a
set had become sanewhat less than uniform; as a pre cautionary measure
an additional test was made on every set of stimuli t o be certain they
were dichot anous with re spect t o the intended trait .

This was further

indicated as a us eful course of act.ion sinc e with at lea st one " spare•
phot ograph available for each categ�
ment of the set s might be effected .
straightforward fashion.

of

ever.y set, a further refine

The se t e st s were conducted in a

The phot ographs constituting a trial set were

given to individual judges who were instructed t o sort them int o two
equal piles

on the basis of the appr opriate trait .

None of these judges

were p ersons who participated in making the original ratings on the
pho� ographs.

The trait was carefully' de scribed to the j udge and he

was allowed to s ort and re- sort the phot ographs until he was satistied
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that the classes were correct .

However he was not permitted to spread

the entire set of photographs out be fore him and view them simultaneously;
he was permitted to se e no more than four phot ographs at one t ime .
appr axima.t ed the

manner

This

in which the stimuli were displayed to the �s in

the final phase of the experiment .
In .all, four judges s orted each set of phot ographs;

Two of the

judges were pers ons familiar with the study being conducted { these in
cluded the writer) and two were not.

A phot ograph was retained for

use in the set if at least three of the four judge s placed it c orrect�.
Actually reasonably high agreement was obtained in the se initial sort
ings :

For the clas sifications based on Warmth-T olerance, Moral-Soc ial.

Responsibility and Age, each of which c ontained twelve photographs p er
category, the prcportion of disagreement by

10/96, 14/96

and

2/96

all four judge s was onl.1'

resp ectively; for the clas sification based on

Complexion, for which there were only eleven photographs per categor.y,
the prop ortion of disagreement was

8/88.

El:iJninating the photographs

which failed to meet the specified criterion {accurate plac ement
least three judge s ) reduced the amount of disagreement to

0/80

and

'5/80

resp ective:cy-.

at

4/80, 4/80,

This wa s taken t o be sufficient evidence

that the set s of phot ographs c ould be consistentlT s orted.
evidence to support the conclusion was obtained
graphs on the table,

by

Additional

by spreading the photo

so that the members of the sets c ould all be

compared simultaneously.

The four judge s upon viewing the phot ographs

displayed in this manner, agreed without except ion on the correctness
of the classifications.
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Thus were e stablished from among the fifty original photograp h s,
alt ernate ammgements constituting f our set s of photographs.
contained twenty phot ographs.
dichotanized

on .

Each set

And each set could be systema.tica�

the basi s of either a bip olar personality trait ,

or

a bip olar physiognanic trait.

EaCh set of twenty p h otographs were t h en separated int o two
sets of ten which contained five "high n and five 11 low"
trait .

on the given

Or t o put it another way, eac h set of twenty could be viewed

a s c onsisting of t en pairs of ph ot ographs one "high11 and one 11 low"
on the given trait.

Thes e were then divided into two s et s of five

pairs each.
The a ssignment of phot ographs t o the set s in the last step
was don e in a manner that provided appr oximate matching of the s et s .
Phot ograp h s were ass igned to alternate sets on the basis of the
median rating on the trait in the ca se of physiognomic tra it s ,
ac c ording the number of subtrait s with medians out side the

95

or

per

cent confidence limits in the ca se of the p ers onality tr�t s .
Tw o o f these s et s of t en photograph s each capable o f being
dichot omized on the basis of the same trait pr ovided suitable stimulus
mat erials for use with an experimental group in th e final phase of the
re search.

In th e final part of the exp eriment each

learn t o s ort

one

�

was required to

set of t en photographs int o the two classes of five

each, and was subsequently te sted with t he sec ond set of ten,

to

asc ertain whether or not the training would transfer from one s et to
th e other .
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There remained only the task of construct ing " c ontr ol sets"
of photographs , which b.Y definition whould have no factor systematica�
distinguiShing betwe en the two clas ses.

What was required were two

sets of ten photographs with each set of ten arbitrarily elivided into
two groups of five in such a way that there would
group difference s.

�e no identifiable

These set s were f ormed by caretully selecting

photographs from among the previously established sets so that the
"known11 fact ors at least were ambiguous.

For example, if one " old"

face appeared in one group of five photographs and " old" face was in
cluded in the companion group of five so that Age would not be a
distinguishing factor between the group s of photographs constituting
a control set .

Subsequent inspection b.Y judge s revealed no systemat ic

phenanena.l difference op erating to distinguish one 1 1 class" of the
control set from the other.

The Conduct of the Learning and Transfer Experiment s
The final design of the experiment depended in part upon the
The se

kind of materials made available by the preceding operations .
gave the final phase of the experiment the following farm.

It was

p ossible t o designate four experimental conditions and a control
condition ac cording to the traits serving t o separate the stimuli.
�herefore there were four exp erimental groups, identified, for
c onvenience , b.Y the name of the trait involved

in

the s orting:

Warmth-T olerance group , a Moral-Social Responsibility group ,

an

A

Age
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group, and a Cauplexion group.

Among the experimental conditions the

first two are properly located under the more general heading of person
ality traits, and the last two under the heading of physiognomic traits.
The final design of the experiment can be reconstructed from Table III,
p.

The sex factor was included as a second independent variable.

39 .

Table III can beeseen to be the same as Figure 1 except that in the
former specific experimental conditions are indicated.
The experiment was conducted on an individual basis, with each

�

tested separate13'; but the procedure was the same for each � in every

It was, as has alread;y been described, learn task I to a criter

gr oup .

ion, then be tested on task II, in this instance, by learning task II
to the same criterion of mastery.

( For

a m ore detailed discussion

concerning the use of this experimental paradigm see p. 13 of this
report . )

In the present experiment a modified card sorting procedure was
decided upon as the most appropriate kind of task in which to measure
learning and transfer.
by Berg ( 1948 ) .

This type of task has been discussed at leggth

Essentially it is a c ompr omi s e between the proceedure

in which objects comprising the classes to be discriminated are presented
sing:cy- or successive�-, md tha .mert;hod..�.of si.Jm.ll..taneous �esenta.tioo.

It

was believed in this instance that the successive method would produce
a very difficult learning task, and the simultaneous method would pr esent
too easy a task.
elusive;

The literature in this regard is not absolutely c on

Some investigations has shown one method superior and others

the reverse

( Woodworth

& Schlossberg,

19.54,

p.

.588 ) , but in the absence
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of inc ontrobertible evidence, the p osition described in the foregoing
sentences appears aost tenable.
The method used in the present experiment also permitted

to

�

nanipulate the stimulus obj ects to some extent and direct participation
by

�

in this

manner

has been shown to facilitate learning ( Davidon,

1952).
One other factor

had to be considered in choosing the method ;

this was the number of stimuli representing the classes between �ich

�

must learn to discriminate.

In the present case there were five

stimuli representing each class, which is a relative� small number.
It has been established that extensive rather than intensive training
facilitates training with these kinds of materials ( Reed,

1946).

That

is to say, the greater the variety of obj ects representing each class ,
the more readil y the distinction is learned.
Taking all of these factors int o consideration the particular
procedure used here w as designed to provide a task o£ suitable difficulty.
" Suitable difficulty" means a task sufficiently difficult so that the
effects of the experimental variables might be detecte d .
The procedure used i n the experiment wa s a s follows .

S was

seated bef ore a small, plain table upon which were located two pla ce
cards marked 11A" and 11 B11 •

�

was presented with one of the prepared

decks of ten ph otographs, the stacked deck being placed face up upon
the tabl e before s.

S was instructed to s ort the fa ces into two sets

of five labeled sinply group A and group B.

�

assigned photographs to

categories by taking the t op photograph from the deck
before the appropriate place card .

and placing it

To facilitate recording the re sponses
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S was asked al s o to call out his choice s as he made them.

E

choice

announced whether is was " Correct 11

incorre ct ,

�

If S • s choice wa s

was instructed t o move the misplac ed phot ograph t o the

c orrect stack.

�

or not .

After each

The situation re sult ing from this procedure enabled

t o see at most f our ph ot ographs at any time, and usually no more

than three .

He c ould see the next photograph to be a ssigned and he

might see the last phot ograph as signed t o each categ ory .

The latter,

when they were available, provided c orrect example s of face s bel onging
t o each category , that is a c orrect •J..; .rac e, 1 1 and a c orrect "B-face" .

�s

in the experimental gr oup s were t old that there existed a

principle for distinguishing between As and Bs and futhermore that it
was something about the faces that separated the As from the Bs .

S

was urged t o try t o di sc over the difference between the As and the B s .
Providing
an

�

with the informati on that a principle i s involved wa s ba sed

a recommendation by Woodworth & Schlossberg
After each sorting, while

the next s ort ing ,

�

�

l-7a. S

{1954,

p.

613) .

rearranging th e phot ographs f or

was asked to express , in writing, any ideas he had

c onc erning the distinguishing features of the stimuli.
When

�

had completed a s ort ing of the t en photographs

!

t ook

the set, rearranged them according to a preplanned randomiz ed series,
and returned them t o
until

�

�

t o be sorted again.

This procedure was c ont inued

had s orted t he entire set correctly on two succe s s ive occasions,

or until a total of t en sortings had been made.

In e ither case train

ing on the init ial set was terminated and S was then presented with
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the second or transfer, set of ten photographs which could be correctly
S

dichotomized on the same basis as the first set .

was informed that

the same principle involved in sorting the original set could be applied
to sort this second set correctly, and he was instructed to continue
with the second set in the same

mann

e r as before, sorting it int o As

The same procedure that had been used with the first set was

and Bs .

followed with � being required t o sort the photographs until two succe ss
ive errorless sortings were achieved, or until a total

of

ten sortings

had been made.
In every case � was urged to try t o learn the task as quick4r
as possible .
Appendix

D.

The verbatim instructions used in the exp eriment are in
Throughout the experiment, except while arr�ing the

stimuli, � was stationed a few feet to the side or the sorting table

and recorded the responses on the record sheet .
shielded from �:r s
5s

The rec ord sheet was

View.

in the control groups were treated exactly like the experi

mental �s, except that the,r were explicitly informed that there would
be no s.ystematic difference between the As and Bs.

They were told the

assignment of photographs to classes had been made in a completly
arbitrary mann er, and it would be neces sary t o solve the problem by
memorizing.

It may be recalled that the photographs for use in the

control condition were selected s o that there would be � trait dist
inguish·ing one " classtt from the other, and information given the �s
in this regard was essentially correct .
For the �s in each group , the order

of

utilizing the two sets
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of stimuli was varied in a

mann

er int ended to minimize , in the overall

results, aqy p ossible s•quent ial effects due t o differences between the
sets.

The set serving as the training set for some �s, served as the

test set for others and vice-versa.
The order of appearance of the photographs within a set on each
trial was a randomized series with the restricti on that no more than
three c onsecutive stimuli belong to the same clas s .

�s �rere permitted to work at their

mm

pace during the sorting.

The interval between trials varied betrTeen one and two minutes depending
on

!' s speed in realTanging the stimulus materials .
The experiment w-as c onducted in a private , air c onditioned r oom.
Following the experiment , �s were asked a few questions in a rather

informal manner.

With all of the stimulus photographs of the set with

which he had worked spread out in view before him, � was asked if he
c ould then verbalize the difference between the clfsses ( if he had not
already done s o) .
For the Ss in the control group the inforrral questioning and
insp ect ion of the stimulus photographs

wa s

aimed at discovering if �

had been able , or was then able, to find some systematic difference
between the classe s .

It r�s, of c ourse, believed that he would not,

but the additional informati on served as a further check on the adequac.y
of the technique used in preparing the st imulus mat erials.
Thirty- six �s participated in the learning and transfer part of
the experiment .

All we re student s from undergraduate psychology courses

at the University of Tennessee .

These were not the same c ourse s fran
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which

�s

for the first part of the experiment were drawn.

None had

been raters in the first part of t he experiment, and all denied hav
ing lmowledge of the first part of the experiment .
female

�s

to the

�- Social

on

and twenty- six male

�s .

There were ten

The data for one male

�

ass igned

Responsibility experimental group was discarded

the grounds that he failed t o foll ow the exp erimental instruct ions.

It appeared to

!

that the

�

became distracted from the task during the

process of learning the s econd set , which he did indeed fail to master .
Inquiry after the session was conpleted, revealed that
own

had by his

admission 11 lost intere st " in the problem at about t hat p oint , and

made no further attenpt to learn.

This was taken to be adequate evidenc e

that he had deliberately ignored the

�

�

experiritental

instructions requiring

to mak e an effort to learn to cla ssify the s'timuli.

thirty-five ca se s,

seven

�s,

For the remaining

five males and two female s, were &asigned

to each of the f our experimental c onditions and the c ontrol cord ition.

CHAPTEit

III

RESULTS
The result s of the main part of the experiment ( learning and
transfer) in t erms of trials to criterion on the fh- st and s ec ond
set s for all

35 �s

is present ed in Table II.

reaching the criterion appears in Table

III .

T otal errors before
Table IV shows the

number corr e ct on the first trial of the sec oo.d set for each

§_

in

every gr oup , a standard measure in transfer of training experiments.
The se tables show the maj or _ aspects of the data which ha11te
s ome bearing on the questions asked at the out set of this re search.
Sinc e "Trials to Criterion" and " T otal Errors" may be regarded
as alt ernative indices of p erformanc e , and since there is substantial
c orrelation between them as is apparent in the data sh own in Tables
II and

III.

analysis .

� the data in Table

III

was subjected to statistical

The ch oice to us e "Total Errors" instead of 11Trials t o

Criterion" i s based on the fact that the former provide s a wider
range of possible s core s, and general� sp eaking , the great er the
number of step s on p sychological scale , the greater the reliability
( Fer guson,

1941),

and consequently the p o s sibility of detecting the

effects of the exp erimental fact ors , if there are effect s is increased.

The

features of the data in Table III which are especia�

wort� of attention are :

The differenc e s between the gr oup s in sco re s

on the first set ; these sc ores reflect the relative difficulty of the
pr oblems , which in turn can be int erpreted a s a funct ion of the faces
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TABLE II

TRIALS TO CRITERION IN CONSECtrr iVELY LEARNING TO SCRT TWO SE!'S OF PHarO
GRAPHS ON THE BASIS OF A PERSONALITY TRAIT , OR A PHYSIOONOMIC TRAIT ,
OR IN A CONTROL CONDITION .
10 INDICATES FAILURE TO REACH
CRITERION IN TEN TRIALS, THE MAXIMUN NUMBER ALLCJNED

Personality Traits
Warmthftbral-Social
Tolerance
Responsibility
Set 1 Set 2
Set 1 Set 2

PSrsiognanic Traits

58t

�e

set 2

CC!!P 1exi on
Set 1 Set 2

Control
Set 1

Set 2

Males
1

0

9

2

2

0

1

3

10+

10 +

1

2

3

1

3

0

6

5

2

5

1

3

1

1

4 ·

1

10+

2

9

10+

5

1

1

2

0

0

3

2

6

3

4

2

3

2

2

1

8

2

10+

7

Female s
1

0

3

2

1

1

7

2

10+

6

1

0

5

2

2

2

9

3

10 +

10 +

6. 3

2.7

8.1

7.3

Group Means
2 .1

1. 1

3. 6

1. 7

2.0

0. 7
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TABLE III
TC1rAL ERRORS BEFORE REACHING CRITERION IN LEARNIOO TO SORT TWO SEI'S OF
PHOTOGRAPHS ON THE BASIS OF A PERSONALITY TRAIT, OR A PHISIOGNOMIC
TRAIT, OR IN A CONTROL CONDTI ION.
INDICATES SUBJEar FAILED TO
REACH CRITERION IN TEN TRAILS, THE MAXIMUN NUMBER ALL owED

Personalit

waliitb-

Tolerance
§et r set 2

P�sio�anic Traits

� Trait s

oral-SOcial

Re�onsibilitz:
Set 1 Set 2
-

A&e
set 1 set 2

C<!J21exim

set 1 set 2

Control
Set i set 2

Males
20+

18 +

1

0

2.5

8

4

0

2

2

1

1

11

3

4

0

16

11

.5

1

3

4

1

16

2

17 +

7

26

27 +

8

1

3

3

0

0

12

5

11

7

6

1

4

3

3

2

19

6

30 +

18

16

Fema.les
1

0

9

6

4

1

1.5

8

25 +

18

1

0

19

4

3

3

19

6

JO +

22 +

14. 3

6.4

21. 0

18 . 0

Group Means
2.7

0. 9

10.7

4. 0

4.9

1. 1

NUMBER C ORREGI' ON THE FIRST SORTING OF THE SECOOD SET · FOR MALE AND
FEMALE SUBJOOTS ON DIFFERENt' SORT ING TASKS BASED ON PERSONALITY
TRAITS , PHYSIOGNCMIC TRArrS,

AND A

CONTROL CONDITION.

TEN

IS THE MAXIMUM POSSI BLE SCORE

PersonaJ:I:
Wamth-

Plu"riopaaic Traits

ftrtr8Ita

T olerance

al-SOcial

Age

Re�onsibilitz

ContrOI

Complexion

Males

10

,

10

9

6

10

7

10

6

6

9

8

10

6

7

10

9

8

6

6

10

8

8

s

6

Females

10

s

9

4

5

10

7

8 .

7

6

6. 1

6. 0

Group

9.9

7.0

�
9.1

being distjnguished

on

Sec ondJ.y the difference

. the de signat ed trait .

stands out between the sc ore s for each

�

on

Set 1 and Set 2; this

difference represent s the amount of "transfer, 11 or the extent to which
learning on the first task generalized t o the second.
The scores

on

Set 1 in Table Ill reveal an apparent difference

in the difficulty of the problems for the various c mditions.

To

test

thi s difference statistica� the scores from Set 1 were ana�zed
separately .

This p ortion of the data was treathd as if it were an

independent experiment.
A

technique described by Walker & Lev ( 1953, p . 381) for use

with data produced by this type of design was enployed .

It is an

approximati on to the exact analysis of variance and it is useful
when there are unequal numbers in the sub-groups .

In the present

case there were unequal subgroup s due t o the number of male �s exceed
ing the nmnber of female �s.

Use of this technique permit s te sting

the difference im perf ormance in the various ta sks, the differe nces in
performance by' the sexes across tasks, and the p ossible differences
between the sexes in perfor.ming certain tasks.
An extension of the analYsi s of variance described b.r Senders

( 1958 ) and Walker and Lev (1953) permits making separate c omparisons
among

the various groups .

These camparisons will be explained in

more detail in the interpretation or the analysis which follows.
The results or the analJ's:ts are presented in Table V.

The

F ratios obtained indicate that there was no significant difference
in the overall performance of the sexes.

Nor was there any evidence
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of difference in perf'orne.nce that c ould be attribut ed t o t he c ombinati on
of subj ect ' s sex and task.

But the hyp othesis that there wa s no differ

ence between p erformances on the various tasks can be rej ected with a
high degree of c onfidence .
Partitioning the s um of squares due t o 11Tasks" enabled making
the following orthogonal c omparisons, which are als o shown in Table v.
The first compares the performance

in

in all other c onditions combined.

This comparison pits the performan ce

the c entral condition against that

in the task where no distinguishing trait was available against p er
formance on tasks l-.nere there wa s s ome trait on which the fac es can di s
tingui shed.
ificant ,

P

The difference in this case was found to be highly sign
=

.01.

The difference was in the direction of mor e rapid

learning by' the group s for whom a distinguishing trait was available .
The size of the difference , in terms of errors,
mean score of the exp erimental groups,
of the control gro�s,

8 . 14,

is indicat ed by the

c ompared t o the mean score

21. 00 .

The s ec ond analysi s compares performance o n tasks for Which the
distinguishing feature of the faces is a personality trait with the
performance on tasks for which the distinguishing feature i s a physio
gnanic trait .

There is practically no evidence of a differ ence between

the se types of tasks.
The two

final comparis ons , under tasks, each tests the differ

ence between the p erforman ces on the individual tasks within one of
the general type s of tasks .

The perfor:rran ces of the two groups b oth

of which learned· a c la s sificati on based on pers onality tra it s were
c anpared, and the perf'orrran ces of the two groups whose tasks were based
on phsiognomic trait s were c ompared.

In b oth cas es the difference in
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TABLE V

RESULTS OF AN APPROXIMATE ANALYS IS OF VARIA NCE PERFffiMID ON THE PORTI ON
OF THE DATA FECM TABLE 3 REPRESENT ING SET 1. * AND ** DENOTE VALU!;S
SIGNIFICANI' AT OR BEYOND THE • O!) AND • 01 LEVELS RESPECTIVELY

Source
Tasks

df

MS

F

( 4)

( 140. 03)

( 8. 17H)

Experimental !!• Control

1

340.47

19 . 868

Personality !!• PJv"siognomic

1

1.5.96

.9 3

Warmth-Tolerance vs. MoralSocial Resp cnslDilit7

1

90. 25

5 . 2�

Ace !!• Ccaplexion

1

113. 42

6.62•

1

17 .43

1.02

4

11. 62

. 68

Error

25

17 .14

Total

34

Sexes
Sex I

Tasks Interaction
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p erformance on the tasks , which were bas ed on the same type of trait ,
proved to be highly significant ; P =
separat e the photographs

.01

Learning to

in each cas e .

the bas is of Warmth-T oleranc e was found t o

on

b e less difficult than learning the corresp onding clas sificati on based
on Moral-Social Resp onsibility.
T olerance gro�
it was

10. 71.

2. 71;

was

The mean error score for the Warmth

f or the Moral-S ocial-Responsibility group

Similar�, learning to re spond t o the fac e s on the basis

of Age proved t o be more easily acconplished than learning t o resp ond
t o the fac es on the ba si s of their Canplexion.
mean error s c ore was
The �our

4 .86,

For the Age group the

f or the C�lexion group it

�isons

under

taSks

are

was

14. 29

cmthOg'tilal', ana

c om

plete� ac c ount for the Variance due to tasks.
The fundamental assumptions required for the analYsis of variance
are sonewha.t tenuous in the pre s ent case .

Te st s f or hanogeneity of

variance do not appear very apprq>riate when s ome of the sub- group s
consist of o� two scores .

Sub-group s of s even scores each were

obtained by ignoring sex as a factor, and the Hartley F-maximum t e st
applied to the e stimates of variance based o n these sub- group s of seven
eaCh failed t o rej ect the homogeneity assumption at the

. o5

level .

1lliere were clearly not enough scores to permit testing the a s sumption
of a normal distribution in th e underlying p opulation.
In summa �, the inference s suggested by the ana�sis of the
re sult s obtained on Set 1 ( the original learning of the different
ta sks ) are the s e :

Learning to respond differentially to pictures of

faces is facilitated when the face s are distinguished on the basis of
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either judged pers onality trait s, or judged physiognomic tr.aits ; but
neither general type of trait appears to function more effectively as a
cue than the other.

Instead, there were found to be wide differences

in the effectiveness of the cue s provided by di.ffe:cent from within
either category.

One personality trait proved to be an effective cue

in learning, another did not .

Similar:cy- one of the peysiognomic trait s

proved t o be a highly effective cue, while the other did not.
There was no evi dence that the different trait s function more
effectivelY as cues for one sex than the other.
However the foregoing conclusions attribute a somewhate greater
degree of generality to the present findings than can be justified;
The statement s should be restricted to adults in the college p q:>ulat ion.
In

order to t e st the s ignificance of the transfer effect s fran

set 1 to Set 2 which are suggested by the scores in Table III a second
analysi s of variance was performed which took into account all of the
score s in the table .

However, no technique of analysis was available

which would compensate for the unequal size of the subgroup s in this
more

conplex design; there appears to be no technique corresp onding to

the Walker and Lev method emplay'ed on the le s s complex data .

In view

of this and the fact that the number of Ss of each sex is balanced
across the tasks, and furthermore since the previous analysis had failed
to 'show any difference due to sexes, the sex variable was ignored as a
fa ctor in conducting the s econd analysis .

When sex is not taken into

account, the subgroups are all equal in size.
A preliminar,y inspection of the total distribution of sc ore s
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revealed a pronounced skewne ss and heter ogeneity of varianc e , and in
order t o rectif.y this situation a log standard transformati on was made .

A

constant of one v-ras added t o all scores in order to eliminat e the

x•

=

log

10 (X

+

1)

zero .sc ores , for which there would b e n o logarithm.

The transf ormed

sc ores exhibited a di stribution similar t o the n ormal, and the Hartley
F-max test indicated the homogene ity of variance assumpt ion c ould be
retained,

A

P

=

.o5 .

table of the transformed scores appear s in App endix

E.

The ana:cy-si s of variance on the transfonned score s was performed
ac cording t o the method de scribed by Edward s
" Repeated Measuremmt s De sign . "
Table VI .

(19!50 )

under the title of

The results of the analysi s appear in

On the basis of the analysis, several stat ement s can b e made .

There is convincing evidence that the overall performance differs on
the various tasks ; the F-ratio yielded by this conpar_ison is significant
at well beyond the

. 01

level .

This is a c onfirrration of the finding in

the earlier anal1si s, but it also indicates that the difference in
diffi culty f ound previously on Set 1 continue s f or the tasks in Set 2 .
Because the t rend of the data is apparent� the s ame in b oth Sets- the relative standing of the tasks is the same for Set
Set

1-

2

as it was on

- the compar isons between tasks Which were made in the previous

analysis were not rep eat ed here .
The highly significant F-ratio produced by the mean square
as s ociated with Sets shown in Table VI, w.rrant s the statement that
there wa s transfer from Set

1

t o Set

2

in all types of t a sk s .

Referring
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TABLE VI

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERFORMED ON LOG- TRANSFORMATION
SCORES IN TABLE III ** DENarES l&LUE SIGNIFICANT AT OR
BEYOND THE • 01 LEVEL

Source

d.t

( 34)

( Subj eets, �s )
Tasks (T)
Ss within

4

2 . 0265

19 • .30H

30

. 1050

2 .99**

1

1.1290

321. 6,5H

4

. o610

1 . 74

30

. 0351

Tasks,

rst error tenn

Sets
( Interaction, 2s X Sets)
Tasks X Sets
Ss within Tasks

2nd error term

Total

:r

I

Sets,

( 34)

69

OF
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back to Table III it

can

be

seen that th e overall transfer was postive.

The significance of this transfer effect can
direct fashion b.Y

a

be

simple non-parametric test .

demonstrated in a more
In

twenty-eight of' the

thirty-five cases, the total eiTors decreased f'ran Set

�

t o Set

2,

and

comparing this t o the null eyp othesis that changes in either direction
were equally likely and binomial distribut ion shows the result to be
significant at the .oo5 level.

Within the experimental groups posti ve

transfer occured in twenty-three of the twenty- eight cases, which is
statisti� significant at the . oo,S level.

Within the c ontrol group

p ositive transfer occurred in five of the seven cases �ich fails to
achieve statistical significance but nevertheless strang� suggest s
the presence of p ositive transfer .
in the control c ondition

can

The existence of postive transfer

be explained as due t o broad factors

resulting in improvemmt in perfo rman ce on the sec ond task.
broad factors incl. ude

such

These

things as bec oming more at ease in the

test situation, impr oved concentration, greater facility in handling
the test mate rial s, etc.
in

For the experimental conditions there was,

addition t o these broad factors, a narrow or specific factor which

served as a basis of' transfer, the t rait which distinguished the two
classe s or f'aces.
Turning next to the F-ratio ass ociated with the interaction of'
Tasks and Sets, the value obtained failed t o achieve statistical sign..
ificance .

·

The inplication in this instance is that the data do not

provide sufficient evidence f'or a statement that there is more transfer
for some kinds of tasks than others .

The remaining F-ratio shown in
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Table

VI,

labeled �s within tasks seems relati vel.y

It

unimportant .

shows only that there are individual differences among �s .
In summary ,

the more conplete analysis served primar� to

demonstrate that the overall transfer effect, 'Which was apparent in
the data, was statistical.ly significant .

·

It also revealed a statisti-

ca� significant difference in the scores

on

the differ�nt tasks,

confirming one result of the previous analysis ar.d

extending

it t o

apply t o the data for Set 2, and although a significant transfer
effect was revealed, it was not shorm that the transfer effect differed
significantly

among

the tasks .

Because the data in Table
of differential transfer effects

III

do strongly suggest the existence

among

the group s, further analysis

was made on this aspect of the data A 11 savings sc ore11 was adopted as
a, suitable index of transfer.

This savings sc ore is a function of the

two error scores available for each S in Table
sc ores for each S the transfer indices were

III .

Using the pairs

c omputed

acc ording

to

ot

the

formula :
TEl

-

TE2

X

TE]_

lOO

where TEl = total errors on Set 1
and TE2
total errors an Set 2
=

A special case was made for the fourth �
whom both error scores wer e zero.

Transfer

as 100. 0 since there were no errors
of

errors

on

in

in

in

the Age group for

this cas e was regarded

learning Set 2 , and the absence

Set 1 was known from �' s verbal report to have resulted

fran an accurate " guess" concerning the prinCipal involved.

S

stated
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that he had noted the discrepancy in age s

in

the first two phot ographs

he viewed, and susp ected that this was the ba sis of cla ssificati on.
Re sp onding to this attribut e of the faces, he was al so fortunat e in
as signing t he very f:irst photograph to the c orrect letter-labe� .
may be recalled that the categorie s had been de signated simply

and even though the principle was
to the proper lett er .
trial and error .

lmown,

A

It
and B ;

the category had to b e matched

The latter step c ould

� be

acc anplished

by

There wa s no logical relationship between the letter

label and the categor.y .
The transfer indi�e s produced by this operati on are sh own in
Table VII .

Het er ogeneity of variance and non-norma l distributions

pr ohibited the us e of the analysi s of variance technique with the se
data .

But it was p ossible to c onstruct two

b,y

two c ontingency table s

which C OJJI>&!ed each experimental group to the control group , separate:cy-,
on the basis of the number of scores in each group above and bel ow the
grand median of the entire di stribution.

The Fi sher-Yat es Exact Test

applied t o each of the contingency table s representing the f our c om
parisons indicated that the hyp othe sis of no differenc e in transfer
effects between the experimental group and c ontr ol group c ould be
re j e ct ed at better than the
the experimental gr oup s :
Responsibili

ty,

P : . 0 35 ;

.0 5

Warmth-T olerance, P

A ge� P

,group the data approached the
value being

•

066.

level of significance for three of

. 05

=

. 010.

•

.010;

Moral-S ocial

In the case of the Complexion

significance level, the actual

P

.51
No further comparisons among the group s on the basis of the
It was quite obvi ous that f or

transfer indices appeared warranted .

the two group s representing each typ e of exp erimental tasks , Personality
Trait s and P�siognomic Trait s , transfer is high in one case and low in
the other.
The re sult s of t he generalizat ion anal.Tsis present s much the
same order among the tasks as was found by the analysis c oncerning
relative difficulty of the tasks .

Transfer wa s found to be greater in

every case where the fac e s could be dist:inguished on the basis of a
"perceived11 personality trait or a perceived physiognomic trait than
it was in the conditi on where no trait was available .

H owever, neither

general type of trait was shown t o serve more effective� as a ba sis
of transfer than the other.

Instead there wa s f ound t o be c onsiderable

difference between trait s of the same general typ e .
The data presented in Table IV p .
first sorting of Set

in

2,

41

the number c orrect on the

is also a measure of' transfer .

the pres ent case , it is not possible to give

of the s e data .
choic es
of' Set

were

2,

Due t o the fact that

�

an

Unfortunateq,

exact inter-Pretat ion

wa s informed a s t o whether his

right or wrong during the ear:cy p art of the first s orting

there is no abs olute assurance that

on the first s orting of' Set
training alone .

2

on

�

achieved a high score

the bas is of trailsfer from the previous

He might also sinply have learned a new princjple early

in the first s orting .

Interpretation of the se data would have been

somewhat easier had the first sorting of Set

2

been carried out as a

extinction pr ocedure, making it more nearly similar to the c onventional

.52

TABLE VII
TRANSFER OF TRAINIOO INDICES F<R MALE AND FEMALE SUBJECTS ON DIFFERENI'
SORTING TASKS BASED ON PERSONALITY TRAITS, PHYSIOONOMIC
TRAITS, AND A CONTROL CONDITION

Personalitz Traits
Moral-Social
Tolerance Responsibility
Warmth-

pgrsiognomic Traits
Age

Control

CC!Dplexion

Males
100. 0

68 .0

100.0

o. o

10. 0

o.o

72.7

100 . 0

31. 2

-220. 0

200. 0

75. 0

87 . 5

58. 8

-3 . 8

87 .5

o. o

1oo. o•

58 . 3

36.4

83. 3

25. 0

33 . 3

46. 1

40. 0

Females
100 . 0

33. 0

75 . 0

46. 7

28.0

100 . 0

78. 9

o.o

68 . 4

26. 8

46. 7

26.8

Group Medians
87 . 5

68 . 0

87 . 5

8Special case , explained in text .

paradigm for measuring stimulus generalization.

This matter is dicussed

in detail by Brogden ( 1951).
With the qualification imposed by the foreg oing consideration,
The overall number

the data in Table IV exhibits some striking feature s .

c orre ct for a gr oup of seven �s , on the basis of chance, would be 38. 5
or 5 . 5 for each individual.

The overall number correct in every gr oup

is above the chance-expectancy.

For two of the group s, the Control group

and the Ccmplexion group, the deviation fran chance is quite small.
the

�

For

Social Responsibility group it is moderat e, and for the Warmth

Tolerance and Age group s it is marked.
Te sting the b;ypothe sis that the obtained proportions correct
might be the result of sampling error, that is, that they are only
chance deviations from the h'Jpothetical proportions c orrect of
yielded the f ollowing results :
Responsibility� P

:

.012 ; �

Warmth-Tolerance, P
P

=

:

. 001; Complexion�

P

•

55,

.001; Moral-Social
=.312 ; Contr ols,

P = .hol.
An analysis of variance performed on the sc ores in Table IV

showed the di£.ference among the group s to be significant at well beyond
the .01 level.

Atxl applicat ion of the Tukey Gap Test (Tukey,

1949 ) as

de scribed by' Federer ( 19 55) identified two di stinct group s the first
c onsisting of the Age and Wannth-T olerance group s , and the other c on
taining the Moral Social ResponsibilitY) Complexion and Control group s.
The conclusion suggested by the data and analysis , confirms the
re sult s of the analysis made on the transfer indices .

Significant

transfer occurred on the basis of one of the percieved p ers:> nality trait s
and one of the perceived pby'siognanic traits, but did not occur for the
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In the present analysis

other traits representing the se clas ses .

transfer in the exp erimental group s showing low transfer was not
shown to be significantly different from the control group .
One addit ional datum wa s collected in the experiment .
was the

�'

This

verbalizations of the principle involved in sorting the

phot ographs.

For the purp oses of �sis � the fina l verbal

ization made during the learning of Set

1

was taken into c onsideration.

Verbalizations were availabl e only for the exp erimental group s, and of
c ourse the S s •

statenent s were seldcm identical with exper imenter ' s

description of th e principle .

In fact it was quite apparent that each

stat ement obtained c ould well be re garded as falling somewhere along

�g

a continuum ext

from absolute:cy- incorrect to p erfectly c orrect

ac cording t o the degree t o which it was equivalent to the p rinciple
stated by the experimenter .
T o illustrate what is meant here , a
might have described the principle as
pers ons"

11

�

in the Complexion group

swarthy' persons versus fair

and this would certa� be equivalent to

!' s

wording of

"dark conplexioned p ersons versus light c onplexioned persons . "
c ompare this t o another

�' s

But

stat ement that " It ' s s omething ab out

Obviously the la st statement is not quite so ac curate

th�ir skin. "

as the first , and yet it is mor e nearly correct than •no statement , "
which, in turn, is not so incorrect a s the statement "persons with

hair p art ed

on

left side ver sus pers ons with hair parted

on

right

side. "
Since it did seem reasonable to c onceive of the statement a s
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va.rying al ong the di.nension of c orrectnes s , a meth od wa s devi sed for
Each statement

as signing each statement a value on this dimension.

wa s rated on a five point scale according to how accurat e13' it desThe

cribed the princ iple involved in the exp erimental c ondition.
scoring system employed was as follows :

5
4
3

2
1

=
=
=
=
=

Identical, or equivalent .
Close .
Similar, or related.
no statement .
Different or inc orrect .
·

(

)

Submitting the statement s to thre e independent judges ( including the writer

)

among raters of
reliable .

for scoring revealed an average interc orrelation

.87 ,

indicating that the s c ore s obtained are quite

The score s are presented in Table VIII, from which it can

be seen that the s cores are eloselyt relat ed ;to the sc ore s present ed
in Table IV, the number c orrect on the first sort ing of Set

2.

The

Pearson pr oduct-aoment correlation c oefficient between the two sets

of data is

. 842,

which is excellent agreement for

and is significant at well beyond the

. 001

These data support previous re sults .

28

pairs of sc ore s

level .
It can be said Ss were

able t o verbalize the principle involved quite accurately when the
faces were distinguished on the Warmth-T olerance trait or the Age
tra it .

This repeated th e pattern already rep orted in each of the

previ ous analyse s .
first s ort ing of Set

It may b e added that the number correct on the

2

which constituted a score in Table IV appears

to be measuring very much the same thing as the Verbalization Sc ores .•
This wa s indicated by the sub stantial c orrelation between the two
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TABLE

VIII

SCORES !mliCAT ING SUBJECT ' S ACCURACY IN VERBALIZING THE PRINCIPLE
INVOLVED IN PERFORMING 'mE TASK, FOLLOWING INITIAL LEARNING
OF A SORTING TASK. SCALE IS EXPLAINED IN TEXT

Personality Traits
Moral-Social
Tolerance
Responsibility

Warmth-

Physiognomic Traits

Age

·
canplexi.on

Males
4

3

3

3

4

2

,

2

,

5

5

1

4

2

,

1

,

1

5

1

Female s

5

4

5

2

4

3

5

3

5

2

Group Medians
4

3
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sets of score s .

Thi s finding t ends t o supp ort an a ssunpti on made in

the de sign of the exp eriment : that in maey instanc e s inductive c onc ept
formation and dis criminati on learning are basica� th e same pr oc e s s .

CHAPT FR IV

DISCUSION OF T HE RESULTS

Summary or the Findings

On the basis of the evidence obtained in this re search the
following answers can be made to t he que stions asked at the outset .

1. Can persons learn to re sp ond to fac es on the basi s of
same p�siognomic trait which characterizes a group of faces ?
The answer appears to be ye s .

It wa s demonstrated that when

fac e s were distinguished on th e basis of a physiognomic trait ,

�

learning t o resp ond to the faces on the basis of the cue provided by
this trait was facilitat ed conpared to learning where no trait was
available .

It was also demonstrated that the learned re sp onse tran

sferred t o a second set of faces Which were distinguished on the
trait .

The evidence suggested that a s ec ond pb1'siognomic trait,

Complexion, also functioned as a cue in learning, but not nearly
as e ffectively" as Age .

2.

Can pers Cils learn to re sp ond t o fa ces on the bas is of

some personality trait which j udges agree characterize s a gr oup of
fac es?
The answer app ears to be yes ; but here as in the answer t o
the previous question, one of the personality tra its e:aployed in
the study proved much more effect ive a s a cue than did t he other.
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3.
readiJ.1"

Is learning to re sp ond to one ldD:i of trait in fa ces more

acco q>li she d

than learning t o re sp ond to the oth er kind of

trait ?

The answer to this que stion se ems to be no.

At least the

evidence obtained in this stud;y provides no basis for saying that
there is a differ ence .

Instead it wa s found that trait s of the same

kind varied widely in their effec tive n es s as cues .

4. Can the

�s

verbalize

a c curat ely

concerning the facial trait s

to which they- learn to respond?
The answer is ye s far some t raits :

Here too the ma.j or diff er-

ences found occurred betwe en trait s of the same kind.

Ss were found

able to verbalize quit e a c ctirately concerning one of the personality
traits and one of thep�siognamic trait s, but not for the others .

5. Do the s exes differ in the ability to do any of the things
described in questions one through f our'l
The e vid enc e from the p re s ent research did not show any difference between the sexes in their performance on those ta s ks .

Some Implications for Theory and Re commendations
far Future Res earch
The present research was conducted from an 5-R behavioristic

frame of reference ;

However it was des igned t o produc e information

which would have relevance for social p syc hology and clinical psychology, as well as eventual inportance far general p sychological
the ory.
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The relevance for social psychology re sides in the fact ,
demonstrated by the r esearch, that a resp ons e one has learned t o

make

to a parlicular p er son may al so be made in re sp onse t o a new

pers on

whO i s similar t o the f ir st with respect to a perceived

p er sonality trait or a perceived physiognomic trait .

At the outset

of th is res earch it wa s susp ect ed that one of these general kinds
of attribut es of pe rsons might take precedence over the other a s a
cue , but this wa s not shown t o be the case .

In vi ew of this feature

of the result s , no general principle can be provided to th e social
ps,ychologists for predicting along which particular dimension behavior
will transfer.

However it has served to shCM t hat both kinds of attri

butes are available as bases of transfer, and thi s is perhap s e qually
imp ortant informat ion.

The knowledge t hat the se kind s of unifying

c oncepts exist f or s oc ial stimuli may p ossibly enable the s ocial p sy
chologist s to find regularities in their data that might otherwise
have e scap ed notice .
The writer make s no claim for the orig inal ity of the sugge stion
that such

unif"y'ing

c cncepts, perceived p ers mality traits and physio

gnalli c traits, exist .

What the present research d oes provide is a

firmer factual foundati on t o justify

using

these concepts if they are

found useful in explaining s ocial behavior, particular]Jr learned
s oc ial behavior.

The social psychologist may employ these factors

with more confidence than he could have

in

the

absence of

impirical

eviden ce .
A similar argument can be pre sented for the si gnific an ce

of
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the research to clinical p sychol ogy.

To the degree that p sychotherapy

·is c onceived of as a learning proc e s s , and particular� if it is re
garded a s a proc ess of s ocial learning, the argument wo uld be identical
to that pr ovided in the prec eding paragraphs .
between psychotherapy

and

The p ossible relationship

social learning has been mentioned in

s cme

detail in the introduction to this rep ort, and the discus sion will not
be repeated at thi s p oint .

But in so far as clinical p sychology empha

sise s the learning of 11 emoti onal resp onse s fl the fiD:i in gs of the pre sent
re search would have to be used cautiously.

»notional resp onse s are

gener� conceded to be involunt� response s, ass ociated primari�
with activitie s of smooth muscle and glands.

The present re search has

been limited t o t he inve stigation of the effectivene s s of different
ones in connecti on with a voluntary resp onse, and there is a s yet no
assurance that the laws of learning are the same for th e voluntary and
involuntary syste ms .

The latter que stion pr ovides an interesting lead

f or p ossible future research; the experiment could be repeated using
an involuntary resp onse to di scover i£ the relationship s f ound here
hold for a wider range of behavior.

Another considerat ion which limits

the significanc e of the findings of the pre sent stucy for p sychotherapy
is due to the static nature of the stim:uli us ed in the experiment .

As

was p ointed out in the introduct ion of the pre sent rep ort, p sych otherapy
is concerned with behavior made in re sp ons e to the actions of ·other
people , perhap s espec ially r e sp onses t o the verbal activity of other
pe ople, and not with re sp onse s -.de to the appearanc e of other people
with act ion frozen a s it is in still ph otographs .

In this regard, the
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pre sent study was intentionally removed from the dynamic situation
existing in real life in order to achieve better control of the stimuli,
while recognizing that a certain amount of realism was lost some degree
of artificiality introduced.

Canplete ec olocical validity simply could

not be attained with the available facilitie s , and some c ompromise was
necessary.

It might also be pointed out tha.t p sychotherapy deals with

resp onses made to whole persons and not to faces alone , even though the
face rray be the most significant part of pers ons a s stimulus obj ects .
Here, too, it must be admitted that the present research was somewhat
artificial.
The foregoing limitations are not the � restircti ons which
must be placed on the data provided by this research.

It must also

be remembered that it utilized pictures of adult male faces instead
of actual hUDBn faces in general and it was performed with only a

select portion of the general population a s subj ect s .

Both of these

limitations suggest possible directions for future research which
might pr ovide informat ion of greater generality.
The possible inplications of this research for general. p sy
chological theory are not nearly s o obvious as it s significance for
more specialized branche s.

However, attention is drawn t o the fact

that the two traits that were found to serve most effectively as cue s,
Age and Warmth-Tolerance� are both attributes which must be inferred
from the physical feature s of the fac e .
was listed as a physiognomic trait . )

( Despite the fac e that Age

It wa s not anticipated that such

higher- order uni.fying factors w ould prove to be more readily resp onded
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to than a more c oncrete feature like Complexion.

The distinction

suggested here between concrete and high- order factors is that in the
latter the thing wh ich unite s the faces within a category appears to
be labeling- resp onse 'Which pers cns in our culture learn to make t o
certain kind s of fac e s .

It i s c cnceivable that there may b e s everal

different kind s of faces in such a category, alike on� in that all
evoke the same labeling resp onse ,

( 1941)

�·l•

11young. 11

Miller and Dollard

have explained in some detail hOW' new learning might generalize

to a serie s of stimuli b,y means of a pr evious� learned labeling re
spons e .

They speak o f

the

process as the 11 acquired equivalence of

cues" which they describe as follows.

A

c ommon response bec omes c on

nected to each individual stimulus, and onc e such a resp onse i s acquired
through a number ot learning situations, c ue s produced by this conunon
re sp onse can serve as the c ommon stimuli nec e s sar,y for aeneralization.

A

possible implication of the pres ent re s earch is that it in

dicates the JVri,ad ways in which culturally determined labeling res
p onses can be involved

in shaping hwnan behavior .

Even so the re search

findings will not supp ort an unqualified statement that higher-order
factors always pr ovide a more effective cue for g eneralisation than d o
concrete feature s.

For despite the fact that both of the cue s f ound

to be most effective in this res earch were of th e high er- order var iety,
one of th e cues f ound t o be least effective, Moral-Socail Responsibility�
is al s o of this type.

In view of the e quivocal nature of the findings

on this point , the writer prefers to dismiss the implications for theory
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with this statement.

It appears that a fu.lly

ti sfac to ry theory of

sa

human behavior will have to include some provision t o allow for the
operation

of such

higher-order factors among stimulus obj ects., but

the nature of these higher-order fact ors ., including their particular
effectiveness a s cue s.,

will

probably remain a matter

to be determined

by empirical investigation ( of which this research proVides

an

example ) .

CHAPTER V

An experiment in human learning was conducted in which subj ect s
le arne d to sort black and white photographs of adult male faces.

The

effectiveness of two different kinds of attributes of the faces as cue s
for the s orting ta sk was investigated.
pers onality traits and

The kinds of attribute s were

pgys iognomic traits.

Previous re search b.r other

inve stigat ors had demonstrated that college students agree in attributi.nc
these kinds of traits to photographs of face s.
In the present stue\Y phot ographs were rated

en

a number of person

ality traits and ph1'siognanic trait s by a gr oup of college student s.
Then, on the basis of these ratings, set s of photogr�hs were selected
that were dichot anous with respect to a bipolar personality trait or
a bipolar pqysiognomic trait.

Each of these two classes was repre sented

by two tmi ts employed as cues in separate sorting tasks which constituted
the maj or part of the experiment .

The per sonality traits employed were

designated Warmth-Tolerance arrl Moral-Social Responsibility;
gnomic traits were Age and Ccmplexion.

The physio

In addit ion there was a control

condition in which the subje cts learned to sort a like number of phot o
graphs into

an

artificial dichot arw .

Thus there were five c onditions

and a different group of subjects was employed in each, forming

an

11 in

dependent-groups11 type of exp erimental design.
In every ca se experimental subj ects were required t o learn to

sort correct� first one set of phot ographs and then a second set,
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both of which were dich ot omiz ed

on

the basis of the same ·trait .

The

control subj ects merely learned t o s ort two c on secutive set s of photo
graphs in which there was no cue or principle available to distinguish
between the two cat eg ories.

Thi s pr ocedure produced measure s of cue

effe ctivene s s in both original learning and in transfer of training.
Thirty-five college student s served a s subj ects in the learning
and transfer exp eriment .

in

None of these were persons who participated

the preliminary part of the e:xperimerrli in which the photographs were

rat ed.

The subj ects were a ssigned to the various

each group c ontained five males and two female s.

oo nditions

s o that

The resulting fact orial

design p ermitt ed t esting for p ossible difference s in performance that
might be attributed to sex of the subj ects .
The re sults showed that college student s can learn to re sp ond
t o p ersonality traits and t o

pgysi ognomic

traits in phot ographs of faces .

Learning wa s facilitated signif'icant]3' in all e:xperimental c onditions
where t�ait s were available as cue s in contrast to the c cntrol condition
where trait s were not available as cues .

However, comparisons among

the exp erimental groups produced no evidence that one type

of trait

serve s any more effe ctively as a cue than the other type.

Instead it

was found that trait s

of the same type differed widel,y in their effect

ivene s s as cue s.
Result s

on

the transfer tasks were c onsistent with the findings

in the original learning.

Postive transfer occurre d in all c onditions,

but, in general, there was no evidence of greater transfer for tasks
based on

pq,siognamic

traits.

There wa s strong evidence of greater
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transfer in every case where traits were available as cues than in the
control c ondition Where no trait was available.

But there were also

sizeable differences in the amount of transfer a s s ociated with trait s

of the same kind.
The subj e ct s ' ability t o verbalize accura1aely c oncerning the
p rinciple involved in sorting the photographs was f ound to c orr elate
highly with the amount of t ransfer which occured .
pre sented the pattem found bef ore,

Again the result s

suggesting n o consistent differ � ce

in the cue value of the two type s of traits f or the verbal process
either, but si zeable differences between t rait s or the same type .
The experiment produced no evidence t hat the sexe s differ in
performance on an;r or all of the se ta sks.
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APPENDIX A
Replica of Rating Sheet for Photographs
Photo No.

Judge

Date

Indicate your
In general
rating s by encircling the apprppriate nwnb er fr an 1 to 7 .
the number 1 will mean that th e face sh ows very little of the trait and
Rate each picture on each of the traits listed bel ow .

the number 7 will mean that the fac e shows a .lot of the trait .
The
number 4 will indicate an amount half-way between.
For some particular
trait s additional information is provided t o guide you in making the
ratings.
Cheerful App earance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sense of Humor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Likable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Honest Face

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Kind Face

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Warmhearted

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Intelligent Look

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Concientious

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Air of Resp onsibilit,y

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Air of Refinement

1 2 3 4 5 6 7.

Distingui shed Look

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Self Confident

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Alert Expre ssion

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Detennined Look

1 2 J 4 5 6

Energetic Lo ok

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A.ggressive Look

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Proud

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reserve

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7

(young fac e )

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

( old face)

( light }

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

( dark)

Fullne ss of
( narr ow, thin)
Lip s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Eyebrows

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Age
Canplexion

( light )

( thick, full)
(heavy- )

.,4

APPENDIX B
Replica

of Rating Sheet f or Phot ographs
Date

Number of Judges

( CLUsrm I: WARMI'H, TOLERANCE)
Cheerful.
AEEearance

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Sense of
Humor

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Likeable

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Honest
Face

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Kind
Face

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Warmhearted

7

6
5
4
3
2
1

( CLUBrER II: MORAL-SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY )
IntelliLook

'ent
6
5
4
3
2
1

C oncientious

1
6
5
4
3
2
1

Air of Res2onsibilitT

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Air of Refinement

Dist inguished
Look

7

'

Determined
Look

Knersetic

Aggre ssive
Look

6
5
4
3
2
1

6
5
4
3
2
l.

6
5
4
3
2
1

6
5
4
3
2
1

( CLUSTER III : FORCEFULNESS )
SelfConfident

Alert

6
5
4
3
2
1

6
5
4
3
2
1

7

�

ression

ALOOFNESS )

7

6
5
4
3
2
1

7

7
6
5
4
3
2
l.

( PHYSIOGNOMIC
T RAIT S)

( CLUSTER IV:

Proud

7

Reserved

7

6
5
4
3
2
1

�
6
5
4
3
2
1

Cqlf;lle:tion

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Fullne s s

ot

7

6
5
4
3
2
1

J,,p s

!f:ebrows

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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APPENDIX C
. Frequency Di stributions of Ratings for
Two Personality Trait Clusters

Rat in'

Freg,uen�

Warmth-Tolerance

7

246

6

5 6S

5

824

4

8�

3

779

2

534

1

38 3

Moral-Social Responsibility

7

270

6

775

5

899

4

757

3

419

2

225

1

155
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APPENDIX D
Standard Instructions for Exp erimental Subj ect s
This is an experiment in s orting phot ographs .
I am going to give you a s et of ten photographs or men ' s faces.
The se are photographs which appear in recent issue s of a

n eE

magazine,

but they are not very well lmow pers ons so you are not likely t o
rec ognize aqy of them.

However if you do rec ognize a face please tell

me .
What I want you to d o is sort these photographs into two set s
or five each.

We will call them A- s and B- s, and I have placed cards

with these letters on them on the table t o indicate where to place
the photo.graphs in each set .
You are t o work in this manner .
face up, in front of you on the table .
place it on either the A or

B

Place the stack of photographs,
Pick up the t op phot ograph and

stack as you choose.

I will tell you

whether your choice is right or wrong; if it is wrong please move the
photograph to the c orrect stack.
There is a rule for separat ing the A- s from the B- s.

There is

something about the faces that distinguishes the A-face s from the
B-.f'aces .

As we g o along see if y ou can discover what it is.

After you have s ort ed the photographs I will mix them up and
give them to you t o sort again.

We will c ontinue to do this until

you have sorted them twice in succession without making an error.
between trials while I am shuffling the picture s I will give you a

In
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D ( Continued )

chance to write out any hunche s or ideas you have about how t o separate
the A- s from the B- s .
S o you really have two tasks :

You must learn to classify each

photograph c orrectly, and you must also t ry t o find out what it is that
distinguishes the A- s from the B-s.
Tr,y to learn these as quic� as p ossible .
Are there any questions?

If not begin.

(After the criterion is reached and opp ertunity to verbalize is
given, present the s econd s et of photographs and say: )

Now here is a second set of ten pictures that can be sorted int o
A- s and B- s on exactly the same basis as the first set.

The very same

factor that dist lllgui shed the A- s from the B- s in the first set dist
inguishes the A-s from the B- s in this set also.

Please go through the

procedure of sorting as before, and again you will do it until two
c onsecutive correct s ort s have been made .
Any que stions?

If not begin.
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APPENDIX E
Loc Transformations of Error Sc ore s From Table III

Personality

Warmth-

Tolerance

Traits

Moral-Social
ReSEonsibilitz

set · l

Physiognomic Trait s

e

t' set 2

Control

cnlexion

Set Set 2

Set 1

Set 2

. 30

. oo

1.42

. 95

.70

. oo

. 48

.48

1 . 32

1. 28

. 30

. 30

l. oB

. &J

•

70

. oo

1.2 3

1. 08

. 78

1.2 3

. 30

. 60

. 70

. 30

1. 2 3

.48

1. 26

.90

1. 43

1. 45

. 95

. 30

. 60

. f:IJ

. oo

. oo

1. 11

. 78

1. 08

.90

. 85

. 30

. 70

. 6o

. 60

.48

1.30

. 85

1. 49

1. 28

. 30

. oo

1. 00

. 85

.70

. )0

1. 2 0

.9 5

1.42

1. 28

. )0

. oo

1 . 30

. 70

. &:J

. 6o

1. 30

. 85

1. 49

1. 36

-

· set � 2

set

Se t

l

Se t

2

